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Abstract
A helical cooling channel (HCC) has been proposed to
quickly reduce the six dimensional phase space of muon
beams for muon colliders, neutrino factories, and intense
muon sources. The HCC is composed of solenoidal,
helical dipole, and helical quadrupole current coils to
provide focusing and dispersion needed for emittance
exchange as the beam follows an equilibrium helical orbit.
Inside the coils constituting the HCC examined here, a
series of RF cavities filled with dense hydrogen gas acts
as the energy absorber for ionization cooling and also
suppressed RF breakdown. Two Monte Carlo simulation
programs have been developed to compare HCC
performance with analytic predictions and to begin the
process of optimizing practical designs that could be built
in the near future. We discuss the programs, the
comparisons with the analytical theory, and the prospects
for a HCC design with the capability to reduce the sixdimensional phase space emittance of a muon beam by a
factor of over five orders of magnitude in a linear channel
less than 100 meters long.

INTRODUCTION
Helical magnets have been used for some time in the
control of spin precession in polarized beam devices. One
advantage of helical magnets is that, in conjunction with a
solenoid field, the fields can be continually focusing and
dispersive. Continually focusing, dispersive fields are
necessary for the simultaneous transverse and longitudinal
ionization cooling of muon beams.
High-pressure, hydrogen gas-filled RF cavities have
been proposed to provide large gradient acceleration of
muon beams. The high-pressure gas serves to suppress
RF breakdown and also serves as the muon ionization
cooling material. The peak RF gradient and RF phase are
chosen to compensate for energy loss in the gas,
maintaining the design reference energy down the
channel.
We believe that the suppression of RF
breakdown by the gas will also allow operation of the
cavities inside strong magnetic fields.
This article shows the cooling results of simulations for
such an HCC in two different simulation software
packages designed for accurate modeling of muon
ionization: ICOOL and G4Beamline.

SIMULATION SOFTWARE
Only a handful of simulation codes exist that can
properly handle beam interactions with matter and particle
decay, both of which are necessary for proper simulation
of muon cooling and muon beams in general. Two such
codes are ICOOL and G4Beamline.

ICOOL
ICOOL is a Monte Carlo beam tracking package,
written in Fortran 77, borrowing routines to handle
particle interactions with matter and decay from
GEANT3. It is developed and maintained by R. Fernow
[2] at Brookhaven National Laboratory specifically for
development of muon colliders and neutrino factories.

G4Beamline
G4Beamline is a Monte Carlo beamline simulation
package built on top of the GEANT4 toolkit [3] in C++.
It is designed to have all of the particle interaction,
tracking, and 3D geometry capabilities of the GEANT4
toolkit and the fully 3D graphics capability of the
OpenInventor libraries, all within the framework of a
beamline design program. It is developed and maintained
by T. Roberts of Muons, Inc. [4].

SIMULATION RESULTS
HCC dynamics and beam cooling performance have
been examined in some detail using descriptions of
magnetic fields that satisfy Maxwell’s equations [1].
These field descriptions agree well with the measured
fields from real helical magnets, such as the AGS snake
[5]. Routines for computing the analytically determined
fields have been written into both ICOOL and
G4Beamline for simulation. For simplicity, we have
started this simulation effort with a reference muon beam
momentum of 250 MeV/c, a reference orbit helical pitch
angle of 45 degrees (helical pitch, κ = tan 45° = 1), and a
helical period of 1 meter (λ = 1 m). We have then
demanded that the three cooling decrements (two
transverse and one longitudinal) be equal. Under these
specifications, the fields for the solenoid, helical dipole,
and helical quadrupole are uniquely determined [1], listed
in Table 1.
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Table 1: HCC design parameters. Helical Pitch, κ, is
defined as tangent of the helical pitch angle of the
reference orbit. Helical field strengths are quoted at the
radius of the helical reference orbit, a.
Ref. Orbit Momentum:
250 MeV/c
p
Helical Ref. Orbit Pitch:
1
κ
Helical Period:
1m
λ
Helical Ref. Orbit Radius:
0.159 m
a
Solenoid Field Strength:
6.99 T
B
Helical Dipole Strength:
1.64 T
b
Helical Quadrupole Strength: b’
-0.879 T/m
Helical Single-Period
Q+ 0.913
0.749
Transverse Tunes:
Q60.2 MeV/c
Transition Momentum
pt
RF Frequency:
fRF 200 MHz
RF Phase:
φRF 140°
RF Gradient:
ERF 31 MV/m

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the normalized
transverse, longitudinal, and six-dimensional emittance
down the length of the HCC, as calculated by the ICOOL
post-processing tool ECALC9 [8]. Perfect matching into
the channel is assumed. Results are found by considering
only the surviving subset of muons from a large beam that
saturates the acceptance of the channel, where survival is
determined by whether the muon reaches the end of the
channel. We see very good agreement between the two
simulation codes. The initial six-dimensional acceptance
of the channel is very large, around 40 cm3 (22 mm
transverse, 80 mm longitudinal), larger than the initial
emittance of the muon beam considered in the Neutrino
Factory Feasibility Study 2a. The HCC cools the beam by
a factor of approximately 4800 over a channel length of
100 m, down to a six-dimensional emittance of 8 mm3 (2
mm transverse, 2 mm longitudinal).

High-pressure, gaseous hydrogen-filled RF cavities [6]
are placed inside the helical magnets. We assume 100
atm gaseous hydrogen at 77 K inside the cavities, which
corresponds to almost half the density of liquid hydrogen.
After considering the fact that the particle trajectories are
not aligned with the central axis of the cavities (i.e., they
are helical), an average RF gradient of 20 MV/m must be
applied to the beam to compensate for energy loss in the
gas. Since we are above transition, we select an RF phase
of 140° such that the peak RF gradient of our cavities
must be 31 MV/m. The simulations assume sinusoidal
time-dependence but no radial dependence in the RF
fields. Experiments at Fermilab’s Mucool Test Area
(MTA) have been proposed to test the operation of
cavities under similar conditions [7].

Figure 2: Emittance evolution, as calculated by ICOOL
and ECALC9, down the channel with multiple scattering
and straggling turned off. The dashed black line shows
the predicted slope of the curves, drawn below the
simulated data (rather than on top) just to make it easier to
see.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of transverse and
longitudinal emittance down the channel when multiple
scattering and energy straggling is turned off in ICOOL.
This demonstrates perfect exponential decay of the
emittances, from which we extract the cooling
decrements. The predicted cooling decrements are Λtrans =
Λlong = ⅓Λ6D = 5.4 cm-1. The fitted cooling decrements
are Λtrans = 5.2 cm-1, and Λlong =5.8 cm-1, and ⅓Λ6D = 5.3
cm-1. We see good agreement between theory and
simulation.
Figure 1: Evolution of emittance over the length of the
100 meter HCC. Results in red are from G4Beamline and
blue from ICOOL.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS
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